See the USA with FAUSA
What Is FAUSA?

- FAUSA is the acronym for FAWCO Alumnae USA, the third star in the FAWCO crown.

- FAUSA is a virtual social network of FAWCO club members and other third culture adults who have lived abroad and moved “back home” to North America.

- FAUSA is the answer to the question: “IS THERE LIFE AFTER YOUR EXPAT EXPERIENCE?”
FAUSA’s Social Network

• FAUSA currently has over 200 members throughout the US and Canada
• FAUSA is a virtual network connected by our website, Facebook page, e-Newsletters, Skype, and a yearly magazine, “Highlights”
• FAUSA members meet yearly at an Annual Getaway and at regular activities in their areas
• FAUSA members join Skyped discussion groups
The FAUSA Map

The FAUSA map is divided into 12 Regions, including Canada.

Each Region has a Representative.

There is also a region in Canada and one for members who live outside the US and Canada.
Annual Raffle of quilts
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FAUSA, FAWCO & The Foundation

- FAUSA and FAWCO
  We participate
- FAUSA and The Foundation
  We contribute
- What do former Club members do after FAWCO and living overseas?
  They join FAUSA, to remain connected!
Working together for Peace

FAWCO:
- TASK FORCES
- UN & US LIASIONS

FAUSA
Expats Sharing Experiences
Support of FAWCO Global Network

FAWCO Foundation
Development Grants
Educational Awards
Target Programs

FAWCO global network of clubs
Why Join FAUSA?

• **To Be Understood**
  Receive the support and understanding you and your family need from those who share your experience and speak our “language”

• **To Connect or Reconnect**
  Connect to a ready-made social network to build new connections and friendships

  Stay connected or reconnect to that import international side of your life and friends made overseas

  Stay connected to FAWCO and participate in all it offers

• **To Give Back**
  Participate in FAUSA’s philanthropic projects chosen by Members

  Continue to support FAWCO Task Forces, the Foundation and Target Programs.

• **To Have Fun**
  Attend regular activities organized by Regional and Metropolitan Reps
See the USA with FAUSA